
 

Researchers suggest battery-powered trains
could very soon be economically viable
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Fig. 1: Energy prices inclusive of fast-charging infrastructure at various station
use rates for a 72-MW charging station. a, Depiction of the ERCOT market,
which assumes rail customers have access to wholesale prices. b, Depiction of an
illustrative CAISO market which assumes ERCOT’s CPP rate structure and no
resource adequacy surcharges. Baseline assumptions include an 80% depth of
recharge, eight tender cars per station, 1-h charge time, 7% capital expenditure
revenue return53 and 10% efficiency losses in power conversion. Station
lifetimes are estimated at 20 years. Generation prices are average hourly prices
observed for each market for all hours 2017–2019. Credit: DOI:
10.1038/s41560-021-00915-5
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A small team of researchers from Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory and the University of California has found that battery-
powered trains could become economical as soon as 2023. In their paper
published in the journal Nature Energy, the group argues that improved
battery technology and cheap, renewable energy could soon allow battery
power to compete with diesel fuel to power trains. Federico Zenith with
NTNU, Trondheim, has published a News & Views piece in the same
journal issue outlining the reasons for converting trains to battery power
and gives an overview of the work done by the team on this new effort.

Trains, as Zenith notes, haul approximately 40 percent of intercity
freight in the U.S., and sending things by train is cheaper than using
trucks. Most of the freight trains in the U.S. run on diesel fuel, he states,
spewing approximately 0.6 percent of total U.S. carbon emissions. In
this new effort, the researchers suggest that switching to battery power
could prevent these emissions.

Electric trains in the U.S. get their power from overhead lines—a system
that is expensive and inefficient. The team suggests that batteries could
provide a better option; more specifically, they claim that a single
locomotive equipped with a 14-megawatt battery system would be
sufficient to replace a train powered by a diesel engine. They further
claim that such a locomotive could carry a train approximately 240
kilometers on a single charge. This would consume half the energy of a
diesel-powered train. And if the battery is charged using a renewable
resource, it would reduce the carbon footprint of an electric train to zero.

The researchers note that most current diesel locomotives actually run on
electricity—the diesel is used to power onboard generators. Thus, all that
would be needed for most locomotives would be to replace the
generators and add a dedicated boxcar just behind the locomotive to
carry a large battery. Adding more dedicated boxcars with batteries
would increase the range of the train. The batteries, they further note,
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could be charged at designated stops, provided fast-chargers for such
large batteries are developed. As an alternative, battery-carrying boxcars
could be swapped out for fresh ones at designated stops, dramatically
reducing wait times. The researchers acknowledge that at least for the
near future, operating costs would be somewhat higher for battery-
powered trains, but they suggest the environmental improvements would
make it worth it.

  More information: Natalie D. Popovich et al, Economic,
environmental and grid-resilience benefits of converting diesel trains to
battery-electric, Nature Energy (2021). DOI:
10.1038/s41560-021-00915-5 

Federico Zenith, Battery-powered freight trains, Nature Energy (2021). 
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